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The meaning of the Moon's  transits are unique to each individual and not easily nailed down. 
However, there are some palpable themes and basic guidelines worthy of daily consideration.

Using the reference chart below, try timing your activities according to the moon's positions 
for a few months. You may be surprised at how much more smoothly your days unfold. 
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Seek ouT:
Tasks that require courage, brainstorm-
ing and on-the-spot decision-making.
Promote your project and yourself. 

Tasks that demand that you stay
grounded, realistic and undistracted.
Then indulge your zen-full senses.

Social events, spontaneous repartee,
networking, negotiations, teaching,
speaking, writing, cafe culture.

Safe spaces to feel into your emotions,
work from home, family bonds. 
Nurture friends, stock up the pantry.

Lead, perform and be artistic. Express
spontaneous joy. Shop for clothing. 
Plan celebrations. Go out to restaurants. 

Tasks requiring focus, practical knowl-
edge and precision. Clean and organize.
Start a new diet. Edit, proofread. 

Connect with partners, relatives, friends.
Mediate. Find an elegant solution to a
nagging problem. Cultural activities. 

Tasks that require a relentless, laser-like
focus.  Research. Go deep with a beloved
you already trust. Confess motives. 

Teachers, teachings and conversations
that expand horizons. Philosophical 
debate. Hiking through outdoor spaces.

Strategy, organization, and solitary
planning. Plug away at a goal. Make a
business plan. Rebrand yourself.

Social time. Attend and facilitate
groups. Feel into new paradigms and
fixes to social issues. Crazy wisdom. 

Open to compassion and the Muse. Re-
treat time, meditating, dancing, pray-
ing, music and poetry.  Baths. Charity.
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Avoid:

Conflict resolution. Routine duties 
requiring patience without immediate
result.  Sharp objects and speeding.

Changing someone else's mind. 
Tasks and environments that require
fast reaction time and  improvisation. 

Discursive speech. Unventilated spaces,
sluggish communicators and manic 
distractions. 

Public exposure. Tasks that need strict
objectivity. Emotional eating and over-
indulgence in nostalgia or regret. 

Colorless, depressing environments 
and unappreciative people. Detail
work. Insecurity-inspired vanity.

Job interviews and critical people. 
Critiquing others "for their own good."
Heartless perfectionism.  

People who evoke blind romanticism 
and see-sawing emotionality. 
Manipulative flattery.

Building trust with new people. Family
gatherings. Uninvited psychoanalysis
and sarcasm. Sexual manipulation.

Physically or psychologically cramped
spaces. Giving unsolicited advice.
Bluntness, pointless argumentation. 

Emotionally delicate relationships.
Conflict with enforcement agencies.
Being coldly strategic.

Prolonged discussions about narrow,
personal concerns. Predictable minds.
Heady idealism.

Indiscriminate merging. Overwhelming
communal activities. One dimensional,
purely rational relating. 

Mansion of the Moon

Basic moon sign calendar for current month available at cafeastrology.com/monthlycalendar.html

http://www.cafeastrology.com/monthlycalendar.html

